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One way to obtain a (hopefully) new nondesarguesian translation plane is by 
constructing a new spread which is not subregular. Chains of reguli in a regular 
spread of PG(3, q) were first introduced by Bruen as a device to obtain a fairly 
large replaceable partial spread, and hence such a nonsubregular spread. In this 
paper, we describe various operations on chains enabling us to construct an 
extremely rich class of replaceable partial spreads, at least for small values of q. We 
also give a new chain for q = 17. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Using the well-known one-to-one correspondence (see [4] or [S] ) 
between spreads of odd-dimensional projective spaces over finite fields and 
the class of finite translation planes, a number of people have studied 
spreads as a way of constructing nondesarguesian planes. Most work has 
been done with spreads of projective 3-space over GF(q), where the 
corresponding translation planes of order q* are two-dimensional over their 
kernels. A standard method for obtaining such spreads is to begin with a 
regular spread 0, find an “interesting” partial spread U in Sz, and then (if 
possible) replace the lines of U with those of a partial spread V covering 
the same points as U. The spread S = (Q\U) u V so obtained will hopefully 
yield a new translation plane. 
One example of an interesting replaceable ‘partial spread is that of a 
regulus, and Bruck [7] used this idea to define and begin the classification 
of the subregular spreads. Although this class of spreads was initially 
thought to be quite extensive, numerical evidence for small values of q 
indicates that quite the opposite is true. Hence, the need for finding more 
and larger replaceable partial spreads arose, and to this end Bruen [9] 
defined the notion of a chain of reguli in a regular spread. 
In recent years, chains have been studied by many people, but the only 
known examples occur for 5 d q 6 13. In this paper, we show how chains 
can be combined in various ways to produce numerous replaceable partial 
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spreads, whose reversals yield an extremely rich class of spreads for small 
values of q. In fact, all translation places of order 25 and over 50 trans- 
lation planes of order 49 can be so obtained. We also exhibit a new chain 
for q = 17. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let ,X’= PG(3, q) denote projective 3-space over the finite field GF(q). A 
spread of Z is any collection of q2 + 1 skew lines, necessarily partitioning 
the points of Z, and a regulus of C is any set R of q + 1 skew lines such that 
any line transversal to three lines of R is transversal to all lines of R. There 
are precisely q+ 1 distinct transversals to a given regulus R, and they form 
another regulus called the opposite regulus Ropp to the first. Thus, we may 
replace the lines of R by those of RoPP and cover the same set of points in 
C. This is called reversing the regulus. 
It is well known that three skew lines of C uniquely determine a regulus, 
and a spread R is called regular if and only if it contains the regulus deter- 
mined by any three of its lines. The translation plane obtained from a 
regular spread is desarguesian. A spread is called subregular if and only if it 
can be obtained from a regular spread by a finite sequence of regulus-rever- 
sals. When q = 5, an exhaustive computer search by Oakden [ 193 showed 
that there are precisely 24 projectively inequivalent spreads of PG(3, 5), but 
only 5 of these spreads are subregular (including the regular spread). It 
should be mentioned that a result of Andre [4] states that two spreads of 
C are projectively equivalent if and only if the corresponding translation 
planes are isomorphic. 
Of course, any spread can be obtained from a regular spread Q by 
replacing a suitable partial spread (possibly all of Q). In this vein, Bruen 
[9] defined a chain of reguli in a regular spread 52 to be a collection C = 
{R,> RI> R,, . ..> 44+1,,2 } of (q + 3)/2 reguli in 52 such that any two distinct 
members of C have precisely two lines in common but no three members of 
C have any line in common. In [9], a chain was constructed for q = 5 and 
for q = 7, and more recently other chains have been constructed for q = 7, 
9, 11, and 13 (see [l, 10, 13, 22, 231.) 
If U denotes the partial spread of 52 consisting of the lines contained in 
the reguli of a chain, then 1 U I= (q f 3)(q + 1)/4 with each line being coun- 
ted twice. It has not been shown that such a partail spread U is necessarily 
replaceable. However, for every chain so far constructed, this is indeed the 
case, and in fact, the resulting spreads have yielded new translations planes 
(at least for q 3 7). It is known (see [9]) that if U is replaceable and q 3 5, 
the resulting spread is not subregular. It has also been shown in [9] that if 
U is replaceable, then a replacement set V necessarily consists of (q + 1)/2 
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lines from RPPP for i= 0, 1, 2, . . . . (q-t- 1)/2. That is, I/ must consist of 
(q + 3)/2 opposite half-reguli, one for each regulus of the chain. In par- 
ticular, if U is replaceable with replacement set V, one can also find a 
“complementary” replacement set V’ for Ii by choosing the other opposite 
half-reguli. This follows since the (q+ 3)(q+ 1)/2 distinct lines of 
Uiytol)/* RPPP must doubly cover the (q + 3)(q + 1)*/4 points covered by U. 
Since very few chains have been constructed, we clearly cannot (yet) con- 
struct very many nondesarguesian planes solely from the spreads that arise 
by replacing the lines of a chain. We thus define some operations on chains 
in the hope of obtaining a far richer class of replaceable partial spreads. 
Certainly, the disjoint union of any two replaceable chains is again a 
replaceable partial spread. For a nontrivial operation, let C, and C, be 
replaceable chains with line sets U, and U2, respectively, such that C, and 
C2 share precisely one regulus R. Suppose further that U, and U, share 
only the lines of R. Then, ( C1 u C,)\(R) is a collection of q + 1 reguli con- 
taining (q + 1)*/2 distinct lines of 0, each line being counted twice. That is, 
we simply obtain the partial spread U, v U2. Moreover, if U, and U, have 
“compatible” replacement sets V, and V,, respectively, in the sense that 
V, n Ropp = V2 n RoPP, then (V, u V2)\RoPP is a replacement set for 
U, u U,. He V2 denotes the “complementary” replacement set for U, as 
defined above. If all the above conditions are met so that U, u U, becomes 
a replaceable partial spread in Sz, we call (C, u C,)\{ R}, the single tab of 
the chains C, and C2. 
We similarly define the double tab and the cross tab of replaceable 
chains. That is, first suppose that C, and C2 are replaceable chains with 
C, n C, = (R, S} and IU,nU,I=2q. Let RnS=(l,m}. Then 
CC, u C,)\(R S> is a collection of q - 1 reguli containing (q* - 1)/2 dis- 
tinct lines of Q, each line again being counted twice. Hence, we obtain the 
partial spread (U, u U,)\{l, m}. 0 rice again, if V, and V, are compatible 
replacement sets in that V, n Ropp = V, n Ropp (and therefore V, n Sopp = 
V, n Sopp), then (Vi u Vz)\(Ropp u Sapp) is a replacement set for 
( U1 u &)\{I, m}. In this case, we call (C, u C,)\{ R, S} the double tab of 
C1 and C2. 
Finally, suppose that C,, C,, and C3 are replaceable chains with 
C, n C2 = (Rx}, Cl n C, = (R2}, and C, n C, = {R,), where R,, R,, and 
R3 are distinct reguli with R, n R, = R, n R, = R, n R, = (1, m}. Further, 
suppose that 
IU,nU,I=IU,nU,I=IU,nU,/=q+l. 
Then (Cl u C, u C,)\{R,, R2, R3} is a collection of 3(q - 1)/2 reguli in D 
containing 3(q* - 1)/4 distinct lines, each line counted twice. In fact, U = 
(u, u U2 u ud\tl, ml is the partial spread obtained. If there exist 
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replacement partial spreads Vi, Vz, and V, for U,, U,, and U,, respec- 
tively such that I/, A R;PP = V, n R;PP, V, n Rzpp = V, n R;PP, and 
(V, n RTPP) A ( V3 n Rypp) = @, then 
V = (V, u V” u V;)\(Ry u Ry’ u R;pp) 
is a replacement set for U. If these conditions are all satisfied, we say that 
(C, u C, u C,)\{R,, R,, R3} is the cross tab of C,, C2, and C,. We shall 
see below that although the above restrictions may seem quite stringent, 
cross tabs do exist. 
We now investigate the robustness of obtaining spreads from a given 
regular spread by reversing reguli, chains, and various tables. It should be 
mentioned that for odd q 3 7 it is shown in [Z] that if C is a chain with 
line set U and replacement set V, then any regulus of (Q\U) u V is 
necessarily contained in a\ U. 
3. THE CASE q = 5 
In [18], it is shown by an exhaustive computer search that there are 
precisely 13 projectively inequivalent regulus-containing spreads of 
PG(3, 5), 5 of which are subregular. Ten of these can be obtained by 
starting with a regular spread Q and reversing a partial spread U 
corresponding to one of the above conligurations. More specifically, the 5 
subregular spreads can, of course, be obtained by reversing a disjoint set of 
reguli in 52 (see [20]). Reversing the chain found by Bruen in [9] yields 
another spread, and reversing this chain plus a disjoint regulus yields 2 
others (up to projective equivalence). It should be noted that there are 7 
reguli disjoint from the Bruen chain. (The results concerning the Bruen 
chain can also be found in [3].) Finally, reversing a single tab in Q and a 
single tab plus a disjoint regulus yield 2 additional spreads. 
Now, if S denotes the last spread obtained (single tab plus disjoint 
regulus-reversal), one can find another regulus R in S whose reversal yields 
yet another spread S’. This spread cannot be obtained from R by a single 
reversal of one of our partial spreads U. Hence, we obtain 11 of the 13 
regulus-containing spreads by reversing reguli, chains, and single tabs in a 
regular spread. It should be noted that for q = 5, double tabs do not exist 
(q is too small) and reversing a cross tab is equivalent to reversing a single 
tab. 
What about the remaining 2 regulus-containing spreads? These can be 
obtained if we allow the reversal of a “5-nest” in Q. By definition, a t-nest is 
a collection N of t reguli in a regular spread Q such that every line of Q is 
in precisely zero or two reguli of N. Thus, a chain is a (q + 3)/2-nest, a 
single tab is a (q + 1)-nest, a double tab is a (q - 1)-nest, and a cross tab is 
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a 3(q - 1)/2-nest. Of course, not every (q + l)-nest is a single tab, and so 
on. Nests were first defined in [IS], where it was shown that reversible 
q-nests exist for all odd primes q. In particular, when q = 5, reversing a 
5-nest and a 5-nest plus a disjoint regulus in D yields the remaining 2 
regulus-containing spreads of PG(3, 5). It should be remarked that our 
methods produced all 13 regulus-containing spreads of PG(3,5) even 
though there is only one chain (up to projective equivalence) when q = 5. 
In determining the projective inequivalence of the above regulus-contain- 
ing spreads, we used the notion of a characteristic multiset as defined by 
Oakden in [ 181. That is, suppose S is a spread containing a regulus R. Let 
s,, s,, ...> S(q2L/),2 denote the (q2 - q)/2 regular spreads of C = PG(3, q) 
containing R. Compute n, = IS n Sj/ - (q + 1) for i = 1,2, . . . . (q* - q)/2, and 
form the set of intersection numbers {n;>. This is called the characteristic 
set ofS relative to R. If S has more than one regulus, repeat this process for 
each regulus in S, indicating the multiplicity for each characteristic set 
obtained. It is easy to see that if two regulus-containing spreads are projec- 
tively equivalent, then they have the same characteristic sets, including 
multiplicities (although the converse is false). 
EXAMPLE (1). Let fl be a primitive element of GF(54) with primitive 
polynomial p(x) = x4 - x3 - x - 2. Since the points of C = PG(3, 5) can be 
thought of as l-dimensional subspaces of GF(54) over GF(5) and since 
b 156 is a primitive element of GF(5), we represent the points of C by their 
exponents of /3 (modulo 156). As shown in [12, Theorem 21, we may take 
as our regular spread Q= ((0,26), (1,27), (2,28), . . . . (25,51)}, where 
(i, j) denotes the line joining i to j. To shorten the notation, we simple let 
[Ii] denote the line (i, i + 26) for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 25. Of course, the points of 
[i] are {i+26k: k=O, 1,2, 3, 4, 53. 
It should also be noted at this time that the collineation corresponding 
to multiplication by /j5* fixes each line of Q and partitions Ropp into two 
half-reguli for every regulus R of Q. This will turn out to be a key 
ingredient in our examples. 
It is easy to check that R, = (CO], [l], [2], [14], [S], [23]}, 
R2= @I> Cl], L-81, WI, [161, Cl51), R3={[51, Cl412 [I819 L-61, Cl219 
Cl51), R4={C21, P31, C161, Cl21, C61, CW}, R5={COl, Cl], C171, 
C181, P41, POI), &i = {PI, C231, L-171, C181, Clol, C31), and 
R, = {[S], [14], [20], [3], [lo], [24] > are reguli of Q. Moreover, C, = 
{R, , R,, R,, R4} and C, = {R, , R,, R,, R, > are chains with underlying 
partial spreads U, = {WI, Cl], PI, C141, C51, P3l, VI, WI, C161, 
Cl51, PI, WI) and u, = {WI, IN, PI, D41, C51, P3l, U71, WI, 
[24], [20], [lo], [3]}, respectively. Clearly, C1 n C, = {R,) and 
I U, n U2/ =6. 
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Next, observe that I, = (0, 105, 132, 14, 109, 49) is a line of RYPP, 
I, = (78, 131, 112, 99, 42, 119) E R ;PP, I, = (83, 40, 86, 58, 116, 41) E R;PP, 
and Z4 = (2, 127, 68, 142, 136, 73) E R qOPP. It can be checked that if (1,) 
denotes the line orbit of Ii under the collineation corresponding to mul- 
tiplication by p5’, then I/, = (I, ) u ( 12) u (I, ) u ( 14) is a replacement set 
for U,. Similarly, V, = (1, ) u ( Z5) u ( Z6) u (1,) is a replacement set for 
U,, where I, = (78, 79, 121, 96, 154, 124) E R;PP, I, = (2, 23, 43, 122, 36, 
55) E RgPP, and I, = (83, 92, 98, 29, 114, 24) E R;Pp. Since V, n R;PP = 
V, n RYPP, these replacement sets are compatible and we can obtain a 
replacement set V for the partial spread U= U, u U2 by taking V= 
( V, u V”)\ { RTPP}, where V; is the complementary replacement set to V, for 
U,. That is, V” = 0( V,), where 0 is the collineation corresponding to mul- 
tiplication by b26. The resulting spread S = (Q\U) u V is thus obtained 
from Q by reversing the single tab of C, and C,. 
It can be checked that the above spread S contains exactly 16 reguli, 1 of 
which is contained in Q\U, 6 of which are contained in V, and 9 of which 
contain 4 lines of V and 2 lines of Q\U. The characteristic set for each of 
these 16 reguli is { 6,2,0}, and hence S E S, using Oakden’s numbering 
scheme in his complete enumeration of the regulus-containing spreads of 
PG(3, 5) (see [18]). 
EXAMPLE (2). In example (l), the regulus R of S which is contained in 
Q\U is given by R = { [7], [IS], [ 111, [19], [22], [25]}. One line in RoPP 
is (7, 9, 115, 71, 126, 155}, and the other 5 lines are obtained as the orbit 
under multiplication by f126. Simultaneously reversing U (as above) and R 
(by Ropp) in Q yields a spread S’ which contains exactly 7 reguli, namely 
Ropp and the 6 reguli contained in V above. If one now computes charac- 
teristic sets for S’, Ropp yields a characteristic set of { 3, 2, 0} while each of 
the other 6 reguli yields a characteristic set of (4, 2, l}. Hence, S’r S, in 
Oakden’s enumeration [18]. It should also be mentioned that reversing 
any one of the 16 reguli contained in S yields a spread which is isomorphic 
to S’. 
EXAMPLE (3). It can be checked that one of the six reguli of the above 
spread S’ that are completely contained in V consists of the following lines: 
m, = (78, 131, 42, 119, 112, 99}, m, = (83, 40, 116, 41, 86, 58}, m3 = (54, 
23, 120, 38, 32, 125}, m4 = (104, 105, 24, 150, 147, 122}, m5 = (28, 49, 69, 
148, 62, 81}, and m6 = (57, 66, 3, 88, 154, 72). The opposite regulus con- 
sists of the lines rn; = (78, 86, 38, 88, 49, 1501, rn; = (131, 116, 147, 125, 
57, 62}, m;= (42, 40, 104, 32, 3, 148}, rnI+ = { 119, 58, 105, 54, 154, Sl}, 
rn; = (112, 83, 28, 122, 120, 72}, and rnk = (99, 41, 69, 24, 23, 66). Revers- 
ing this regulus in S’ yields a spread S” which contains 4 pairwise disjoint 
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reguli and has characteristic set (2) with multiplicity 4. It is projectively 
equivalent to Oakden’s S,, (see [18]), and it cannot be obtained from D 
by a single reversal of a partial spread U of the type discussed in this paper. 
4. THE CASE q = 7 
Although no complete enumeration of the spreads of PG(3,7) has ever 
been given, there are currently about 50 such spreads appearing in print, 
many of which are regulus-free (see [4, 7, 9, 11-13, 15-17, 21, 24, 251). 
Using our methods, we can obtain 58 projectively inequivalent regulus- 
containing spreads of PG(3, 7). Fifty of these are obtained by a single 
reversal of one of our partial spreads U in a regular spread Q, while 8 of 
them require multiple reversals. Of the former type, 15 of the spreads are 
subregular; 7 are obtained by reversing a chain (2 such), a chain and a dis- 
joint regulus (3 such), or a chain and two disjoint reguli (2 such); 5 are 
obtained by reversing a single tab (2 such), a single tab and a disjoint 
regulus (2 such), or a single tab and two disjoint reguli (1 such); 18 are 
obtained by reversing a double tab (4 such), a double tab and a disjoint 
regulus (12 such), or a double tab and two disjoint reguli (2 such); 2 are 
obtained by reversing a cross tab (1 such) or a cross tab plus a disjoint 
regulus (1 such); and 3 are obtained by reversing a 7-nest (1 such) or a 
7-,nest plus a disjoint regulus (2 such). For those spreads requiring multiple 
reversals 1 is obtained by reversing a chain plus two disjoint reguli 
followed by reversing a regulus in this new spread, while 7 are obtained by 
multiple reversals involving a single tab and various reguli. 
It should be noted that only two projectively. inequivalent chains are 
known to exist for q= 7, namely those found by Bruen [9] and 
Korchmaros [ 131. We have conducted an extensive computer search that 
-indicates these are undoubtedly the only chains for q = 7 (up to projective 
equivalence). The Korchmaros chain has 15 reguli disjoint from it, while 
there are 18 such reguli for the Bruen chain (see also [6] and [14]). We 
have been able to form a single tab of two Korchmaros-type (K-type) 
chains or two Bruen-type (B-type) chains; a double tab of a B-type chain 
and a K-type chain, two K-type chains, or two B-type chains (in 2 different 
ways); and a cross tab of a B-type chain with two K-type chains. 
It should also be remarked that our computer search showed there are 
exactly 4 subregular spreads of PG(3, 7) corresponding to nonlinear 
quadruples of disjoint reguli, at least 2 of which are new. Many of the other 
spreads obtained are also new, and we believe that most (if not all) of the 
known regulus-containing spreads of PG(3, 7) are in our list. It is also 
possible to obtain regulus-free spreads using our technique, as shown in 
one of the examples below. Although the projective equivalence issue is 
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harder to resolve for regulus-free spreads, it appears that we have 
generated approximately 10 inequivalent such spreads of PG(3, 7). 
EXAMPLE (4). Let fi be a primitive element of GF(T4) with primitive 
polynomial p(x) = x4 + x3 + 3x2 + 5x + 5. Using similar notation to that 
used in the examples of the previous section, we take Q = ([i]: i= 
0, 1,2, . . . . 49 } as our regular spread of C = PG(3, 7) where [i] = {i + 50k: 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 7) and the points of C are represented by the exponents of /? 
(modulo 400). It is easy to check that R, = { [12], [9], [38], [19], [41], 
L-421, C311, PI}> R2 = (C381, C421, [lOI> [31, C61, C41, C451, C441}, 
R, = (WI, IL912 L-01, C161, [lOI, L-11, C481, C441}, R, = (C81, C191, 
ITI, II37, C31, C281, C481, PI)> & = {[311> C411, [II, 1161, L-371, C41, 
C451, CW), & = (C31, L-451, PI, Cl51, C71, [31], [al, [291}, 
R, = (C41, t-101, Cl212 C321, PI, C411, 171, C231}, and R, = {CSI, 
[44], [9], [32], [29], [19], [15], [23]} are reguli of Q. Moreover, C, = 
{R,, R,, R,, R,, R5) and C, = (R,, R,, R,, R,, R,} are chains with 
C, n C, = (R,, R2) and / U, n U, I= 14, where U, and U, denote the 
underlying partial spreads of C, and C,, respectively. Note that R, n R, = 
{ [38], [42]}. It should 1 a so be remarked that one can explicitly exhibit 
collineations of C showing that C, and C, are both of B-type. 
Next observe that I, = { 12, 309, 388, 219, 141, 342, 131, 1581 E RYPP, 
I, = (38, 192, 110, 53, 56, 154, 45, 194) E Ry, 1, = (362, 359, 100, 16, 60, 
351, 98, 344) E Ry, 1, = (8, 369, 350, 337, 3, 378, 248, 206) E R,oPP, 
I, = (381, 91, 301, 204, 266, 87, 295, 28}eRzPP, I, = {3, 295, 108, 15, 107, 
281, 52, 129) E RgPP, I, = (4, 260, 62, 32, 302, 391, 57, 23) E R;PP, and 
I, = (6, 244, 359, 182, 219, 69, 65, 273) E R ;PP. Letting (li) denote the line 
orbit of li under multiplication by /?loo, one can check that 
and 
are replacement sets for U, and U,, respectively. Since V, and V, are com- 
patible, V= (V, u V;)\(R’;pp u R;pp) is a replacement set for the partial 
spread U= (U, u U,)\{ [38], [42]}, where V2=0(V2) and 0 is the 
collineation corresponding to multiplication by I’“. Thus a spread 
S = (Q\U) u V is obtained by reversing the double tab of C, and C2 in 52. 
The spread S contains exactly 8 reguli, all of which are contained in sZ\U 
and one of which is disjoint from three others. All other pairs of reguli in S 
share at least one line. The characteristic sets of S are { 18, 8, 2, Oj with 
multiplicity 3 and { 18, 6, 0} with multiplicity 5. The “special” regulus of S 
is S, = ([ll], [18], [21], [39], [22], [38], [49], [42]}. One can easily 
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check that m, = { 11, 268, 21, 189, 222, 38, 99, 292) ES~PP and thus SYPP is 
the orbit of m, under multiplication by p’“. Reversing S, in S yields a 
spread S’ which is projectively equivalent to the Mason-Ostrom spread of 
PG(3, 7) (see [17]). More explicitly, if one constructs the Mason-Ostrom 
spread with respect to the basis C/3’“, /I*‘, f1674, p6*‘}, then one can map this 
spread onto S’ via the mapping T: /II~~-+/I~~, j220-+/?268, p74+p238, 
B 274 + P438. 
EXAMPLE (5). In Example (4) one can check that S, = { [ll], [13], 
~271, c471, c351, ~401, ~341, c391), s3 = (~31, ~201, m, ~471, ~331, 
~251, WI, C491), s4 = {WI, c221, ~241, c401, c331, C361, c341, 
c251}, and s5 = (C201, r2.41, WI, ~421, [351, C381, C361, c271} are 
also reguli of S. In fact, S, , S2, S,, S,, and S, are the live reguli of S 
corresponding to the characteristic set { 18, 6, O}. Moreover, these reguli 
form another chain C. C is reversible, and the replacement of C in S yields 
a regulus-free spread. 
EXAMPLE (6). Using the regular spread Q of example (4), one can 
check that T, = {WI, C91, C381, C191, C411, [42l, C311, C81}, 
i-2 = (WI, C91, PI, Cl612 [lOI, C11, C481, C441}, T, = (C81, Cl912 
WI> C371, C31, C281, [481, CU), T4= U-311, C411, [II, C41, C161, 
C371, [451> C281)> T, = (C381, C4J.1, IIlOl, C31, C61, [I413 C451, C441}, 
T, = ([381, C421, C111, C391, Cl81, C221, C491, WI}, T7 = (C31, C61, 
C181, C301, C471, C331, C431, C391}, T, = (C41, C451, C221, [491, C141, 
[I401> C471, L-301)> i-9 = (WI, C441, C111, C211, Cl412 C401, C331, 
[431), T10={[i2i, [411, [51, [131, [251, [171, [I391, [181}, 
T,, = fC81, L-311, C171, [IllI, WI, C461, C491, 1341, C25l}, and 
T,, = { [9], [19], [S], [13], [34], [46], [49], [22]} are reguli in SL. 
Moreover, D, = {T,, T2, T3, T4, T5), D2 = (T,, T6, T,, T8, T,}, and 
D3 = IT,, T,, T,,, T,,, T,,} are chains, with D, of B-type and D,, D, of 
K-type. Let U,, U,, and U, be the partial spreads underlying the chains 
D,, D,, and D,, respectively. Note that D, nD2 = {T5), D, n D, = {T,}, 
and D, nD, = {T6), where T,, Tg, and T, are distinct reguli with 
T, n T, = T, n T, = T, n T, = ([38], [42]}. In addition, 
Next, observe that L, = { 12, 309, 388, 219, 141, 342, 131, 158} E Typp, 
L, = (362, 359, 100, 16, 60, 351, 98, 344) E T;PP, L, = (8, 369, 350, 337, 3, 
378, 248, 206) E Ty, L, = (381, 91, 301, 204, 266, 87, 295, 28) E TflPP, 
L, = (38, 192, 110, 53, 56, 154, 45, 194}~ T;PP, L, = (388, 242, 361, 139, 
218, 172, 49, 371) E T gpp, L, = { 3, 306, 368, 130, 397, 83, 193, 189) E T;PP, 
L, = (4, 195, 122, 99, 264, 340, 47, 280) E T;PP, L, = (360, 144, 111, 21, 
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214, 190, 333, 343) E T;pp, L,, = (362, 191, 205, 313, 325, 17, 39, 
18) E T;bpp, L,, = (8, 281, 67, 361, 71, 246, 184, 275)~ TyyP, and 
L,, = (3.59, 169, 355, 163, 134, 296, 249, 72) E T$‘P. Using the same 
notation as in example (4), one can now check that 
and 
v3 = (-4 > u (-ho) u CL,,) u (L12) u (Q&J) 
are replacement sets for the partial spreads U, , U,, and U,, respectively. 
Also, V, n T;PP = V, n T;PP, V, n TyPP = V, n T;PP, and ( V, n T;PP) n 
( V, n T;PP) = 4, and therefore V, , V,, and V, are compatible replacement 
sets as defined in the definition of cross tab. Hence V= 
( v, u v; u Vi)\( 7ypp u qpp u T;PP) is a replacement set for the partial 
spread U= (U, u U, u U,)\( [38], [42] >, and the resulting spread 
(Q\U) u V is obtained from Q by reversing the cross tab of D,, D,, and 
D,. This spread contains exactly one regulus, namely { [20], [24], [26], 
[27], [35], [36], [38], [42]}, all of whose lines are in Q\U. The charac- 
teristic set for this spread is (6, 3, O}. 
5. A NEW CHAIN 
Our experience for q = 5 and q = 7 indicates that this technique for con- 
structing spreads is an extremely robust one. Unfortunately, the technique 
depends upon the existence of at least one chain, and chains are only 
known to exist for q = 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13. Up to projective equivalence, 
there is one known chain for q = 9 (see Cl]), two known chains for q = 11 
(see [lo] and [22]), and one known chain for q= 13 (see [23]). We have 
recently been using the software package CAYLEY to search for chains 
when q = 17, 19, and 29. This searching has confirmed the difficulty others 
have experienced in finding chains, especially as q gets large. However, we 
have been able to find one chain for q = 17. 
EXAMPLE (7). Using the well-known one-to-one correspondence (see 
[7]) between the lines and reguli of a regular spread Sz in PG(3, q) with 
the points and circles of a miquelian plane M(q), we choose to work 
initially in M(17). We identify the points of M(17) with the elements of 
GF(17*) u (co} an d circles of M(17) with the images of GF( 17) u {co } 
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under all possible mappings of the form z + (a, z + a2)/a3z + Q), where cur, 
a2, a3, a4 E GF( 172) with ~1~~1~ - ~1~~1~ # 0. We now take p to be a primitive 
element of GF( 172) with primitive polynomial p(x) =x2 + x + 3. To sim- 
plify the notation, we represent points of M(17) by their exponents of /?, 
the point 0 being represented by * and the point at infinity by co. One can 
then easily verify that S, = { 152, 84, 4, 121, 91, 97, 79, 181, 247, 220, 12, 
183, 213, 207, 225, 123, 57, S}, S, = { 140, 72, 280, 109, 79, 85, 67, 169, 235, 
208, 0, 171, 201, 195, 213, 111, 45, 284}, S, = (*, 9, 27, 45, 63, 81, 99, 117, 
135, 153, 171, 189, 207, 225, 243, 261, 279, co}, and S,, = S, + 4 (image of 
S, under multiplication by /I”) are circles of M( 17). Moreover, if we let 
{S,, S,, S,, S,} and {S,, SC, S,, S,} be the orbits of Sr and S, under 
multipliation by /372, respectively, then it is easily checked that 
(S,, S,, S,, . . . . S,,} is a chain of circles of M(17). 
To address the question of reversibility, one must pull back the represen- 
tation of PG(3, 17) using the correspondence in [7] mentioned above. 
Letting E = p9, every element of GF(172) can be uniquely expressed as 
a+ be for some a, b E GF(17). Since s2 = 3, the point a+ be of M(17) 
corresponds to the line ICa,bj = ((a, 3b, LO), (b, a, 0, 1)) of C = PG(3, 17) 
and the point cc corresponds to the line I, = (( 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0,O)). For 
i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 10 let Rj be the regulus in the regular spread 32 = {1(,,,: 
a, bEGF(17)) u {lm} corresponding to the circle Si described in the above 
paragraph. Thus {R,, R,, R,, . . . . R,,} is a chain of reguli in Q. 
It can now be checked that 
m, = ((1, 5, 8, 12), (1, 12, 1, 13))~Ry’, 
m2 = ((0, 1, 12, 12), (1,4, 6, 16)) E R;PP, 
m3 = ((0, 1, 14, 14), (1, 4, 7, 13)) E R;PP, 
m4 = ((0, 1, 5, 5), (44, 11, 1)) ER:~~, 
ms = ((1,4, 14, 14), (l,O,O, ll))~R‘p’P, 
m6 = ((1, 4, 5, 5), (1, 0, 0, 10)) eREPP, 
m7 = ((L4, 3, 3), (l,O, 0, 6)) eRTpp, 
m, = ((1, 4, 12, 12), (1, 13, 5, 2)) E R;PP, 
m, = (1, 2, 12, l), (1, 2, 1, 10)) E Rp’P, 
m IO = ((60, 9, 14), (6% 5,4)) ER%~. 
Of course, here the notation ( ) means subspace generated over GF(17). 
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then the collineation of PG(3, 171 induced by the matrix A4 has order 9 
and leaves invariant each line of the regular spread L?. If r?r denotes the line 
orbit of m under this collineation, then one can also check that 
V= LJ,!” , ti, is a replacement set for the partial spread U consisting of the 
lines contained in lJ!i, R,. That is, we have found a reversible chain when 
q = 17. It should be noted that the replacement set I/ in this example 
is found in a manner completely analogous to that used in all previous 
examples. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The operations on chains defined in this paper lead to an extremely 
broad class of replaceable partial spreads. For larger q, of course, one 
would naturally generalize the notion of double tab to that of triple tab, 
quadruple tab, and so on. When q = 13, for instance, we have found a 
quadruple tab (C, v C,)\{ R,, R,, R,, R4} of two chains which is itself 
another chain. Triple tabs also exist for q = 13. It appears that most (if not 
all) regulus-containing spreads of PG(3, q) can be obtained from a given 
regular spread by reversing partial spreads of the type discussed here, 
provided any chains whatsoever exist for that q. Unfortunately, it is not 
known if chains exist for q > 17, and the construction of chains seems to be 
a very difficult task. The chain constructed in this paper for q = 17 has less 
symmetry than all previously found chains, and it is probably the case that 
group theoretically based constructions will be of little use for large q. In 
particular, we have observed that all previously found chains can be 
obtained by taking (q - 1)/2 reguli in a (q - 1)-nest and then adjoining 2 
more reguli. For the chain with q = 17, we needed to take (q - 1)/4 reguli 
from each of two different (q - 1 )-nests, combine them, and then adjoin 2 
more reguli. 
However, it should be remarked that all chains so far constructed have 
at least been replaceable. In fact, using the notation established in examples 
(l)-(6) above and letting p denote a primitive element of GF(q4), for all 
known chains it is possible to get a replacement set V by taking Vn Rip!’ 
to be the orbit of any line of R,OPP under multiplication by fi2(g2+1) and then 
letting this set of lines uniquely determine the lines of Vn RPPP for i > 0 
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(which are also orbits under the same action). We conjecture this is always 
the case. 
To obtain new spreads and hence new translation planes for large q, the 
notion of a chain was generalized to that of a t-nest. An infinite family of 
replaceable q-nests is described in [S], yielding a new family of two-dimen- 
sional translation planes, and we have recently shown that (q - 1 )-nests 
exist for all odd prime powers q. This result, yielding yet another infinite 
family of (presumably) new nondesarguesian planes, will appear elsewhere. 
The search for other families of t-nests is still in progress. All nests so far 
constructed have been replaceable using the algorithm described in the 
preceding paragraph, and we believe this will be the case whenever 
(q + 3)/2 < t 6 q. 
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